
Planar Open Retangle-of-Inuene Drawingswith Non-Aligned Frames(Tehnial Report CS-2011-17)Soroush Alamdari and Therese BiedlDavid R. Cheriton Shool of Computer Siene, University of WaterlooAbstrat. A straight line drawing of a graph is an open weak retangle-of-inuene (RI) drawing, if there is no vertex in the relative interiorof the axis parallel retangle indued by the end points of eah edge.No algorithm is known to test whether a graph has a planar open weakRI-drawing, not even for inner triangulated graphs.In this paper, we study RI-drawings that must have a non-aligned frame,i.e., the graph obtained from removing the interior of every �lled triangleis drawn suh that no two verties have the same oordinate. We give apolynomial algorithm to test whether an inner triangulated graph has aplanar open weak RI-drawing with non-aligned frame.1 BakgroundThe retangle-of-inuene (RI for short) drawability problem was introdued byLiotta et al. [7℄. In a strong RI drawing of a graph, there is an edge betweentwo verties of the graph if and only if there is no other vertex in the axis-parallel retangle de�ned by the two ends of every edge. There are two variantsof RI-drawings: In a losed RI-drawing, the retangle required to be empty islosed, whereas in an open RI-drawing, only the relative interior of the retangleis required to be empty.Biedl et al. [2℄ introdued the onept of weak RI drawings in whih graphsare drawn suh that for any edge the retangle is empty, but not for all emptyretangles the edge is neessarily present. They proved that a plane graph has aplanar weak losed RI drawing if and only if it has no �lled triangle (i.e., a trianglethat has verties in its interior.) Furthermore, they presented an algorithm to�nd suh a drawing in an (n� 1)� (n� 1) grid in linear time. The grid size anbe improved to (n� 3)� (n � 3) [11℄.For open RI drawings, better bounds are known. Miura and Nishizeki [10℄presented an algorithm to �nd a small weak open RI drawing of a given 4-onneted graph. Their grid size is W � H where W + H � n. Zhang andVaidya [14℄ also provided small weak open RI drawings for inner triangulated4-onneted graphs with quadrangular outer fae. They do this by proving thatthe drawing presented by Fusy [3℄ is a weak open RI drawing.However, as opposed to (weak planar) losed RI-drawings of planar graphs,no neessary and suÆient onditions or testing algorithms are known for the



2 S.Alamdari and T.Biedlexistene of (weak planar) open RI-drawings, even for inner triangulated graphs.This study was initiated by Miura, Matsuno and Nishizeki [9℄. They �rst gaveneessary and suÆient onditions for planar weak open RI-drawability of tri-angulated planar graphs. Here all faes inluding the outer-fae are triangles, sothe outer-fae is a �lled triangle, whih severely restrits the plaement of theverties not on the outer-fae and hene makes testing existene of a weak openRI-drawing easy.Miura et al. [9℄ also aimed to develop neessary and suÆient ondition forall inner triangulated graphs, but did not sueed. It is lear that suh a drawingimposes onditions on how �lled triangles are drawn; a natural �rst step is heneto remove the interior of all �lled triangles and try to draw the resulting framegraph while satisfying these onditions. Miura et al. then hanged their modela bit and only onsidered what they alled oblique drawings where no edges ofthe frame graph are drawn horizontally or vertially. They still ould not giveneessary and suÆient onditions for oblique drawings, but they gave one setof onditions that are learly neessary, and showed that adding one onditionmade them suÆient. (See later for more details.)In this paper, we use a slight variant of oblique drawings that we all drawingswith non-aligned frame, whih means that no two verties of the frame graphhave the same x-oordinate or the same y-oordinate. We give neessary andsuÆient onditions for a graph to have a planar weak open RI-drawing withnon-aligned frames.Our proof is algorithmi and yields a test whether a graph has a planar weakopen RI-drawing with non-aligned frame; it also onstruts suh a drawing ifone exists. Also, the algorithm works via a detour into retangular drawings andproves a orrespondene between RI-drawings and retangular drawings thatmay be of independent interest.2 PreliminariesLet G = (V;E) be a graph with n verties V and m edges E. The graph G isalled simple if it has no loops or multiple edge. It is alled planar if it an bedrawn in the plane without rossing. A planar drawing of G an be spei�edby giving for eah vertex the yli order of edges around it. A planar drawingdivides the plane into regions alled faes. The unbounded region is alled theouter fae, all other faes are alled inner faes. Any vertex not on the outerfae is alled an inner vertex. A plane graph is a planar graph with a planarembedding and the outer fae spei�ed. An inner triangulated graph is a planegraph in whih every inner fae is a triangle; it is alled triangulated if the outerfae is also a triangle. In this paper, all graphs are assumed to be simple, planeand inner triangulated, and we oasionally omit these quanti�ers.In a plane graph, a triangle is alled �lled if there is at least one vertexinside the triangle. Cruial for our study is the frame graph, whih is the graphobtained by removing the inside of every �lled triangle (see Fig. 2). Also ruialis the onept of angles of a plane graph. Eah instane of a vertex appearing in



Planar Open RI-Drawings with Non-Aligned Frames 3a fae is alled an angle. The angles on the outer fae are outer angles and theangles on the inner faes are alled inner angles.Given a plane graph, the dual graph is obtained by reating a vertex vf forevery fae f , and adding an edge (vf ; vg) whenever faes f and g share an edge.The angles in the dual graph are in natural 1-1 orrespondene with the anglesof the original graph: The angle at vertex v in fae f orresponds in the dualgraph to the angle at vertex vf in the fae formed where v used to be.A planar straight-line drawing of a planar graph is a drawing without rossingwhere all edges are straight line segments. Suh a drawing is alled a planar weakopen retangle-of-inuene (RI for short) drawing if for every edge (v; w), therelative interior of the axis-parallel retangle de�ned by the v and w ontainsno other vertex. The drawing in Fig. 1(a) is a planar weak open RI drawing.Sine we do not onsider any other type of RI-drawing, we omit the lassi�ers\planar", \weak" and \open" oasionally.0 11 041 1 1100 3 42110 233 30(a) (b) 33333 3 3 3 11 1 1111 111 11 111 1 1111 11 22 22 2221 1 23 1 1 1 12 1 2 22 22 121 1223 3322222 2 21 1 111111Fig. 1. An oblique RI-drawing with RI-labels (left) and a retangular drawing withorresponding RD-labels in the interior (right).A straight-line drawing of a graph is oblique if no edge in the drawing is axisparallel. It is non-aligned if no axis parallel line intersets two or more vertiesof the graph. Every non-aligned drawing is oblique, but not vie versa. An innertriangulated graph has a non-aligned RI-drawing if and only if it has no �lledtriangle, sine a non-aligned RI-drawing has no verties on the boundaries ofretangles and hene is a losed RI-drawing.An oblique drawing of a graph G naturally indues a labeling of the angleswith f0; 1; 2; 3;4g by assigning to eah angle the number of oordinate axesontained in the angle. Sine we use this onept only for RI-drawings, we allit an RI-labeling. The following is known.Lemma 1. [9℄ In an oblique RI-drawing of an inner triangulated graph, theRI-labels of any inner fae onsists of two 1s and one 0.An inner triangulated graph G is said to have a inner retangular dual draw-ing if G an be represented as the touhing graph of a set of interior-disjoint axis-aligned retangles suh that their union is simply onneted (i.e., has no holes.)Fig. 1(b) shows an inner retangular dual drawing of the graph in Fig. 1(a) (ig-nore the irles on the lines.) A retangular dual drawing is an inner retangulardual drawing where the union of the retangles is also a retangle.



4 S.Alamdari and T.BiedlA graph has an inner retangular dual drawing if and only if it does not havea �lled triangle [13,6, 5℄. Reall that a graph has a non-aligned RI-drawing ifand only if it doesn't have a �lled triangle, so a graph has an inner retangulardual drawing if and only if it has a non-aligned RI-drawing. In this paper, we goone step further and show that there is a diret orrespondene between thesetwo types of drawings.It is easier to show this by arguing about a third, losely related, type ofdrawing. A drawing of a plane graph is alled an inner retangular drawing ifevery edge is drawn as a horizontal or vertial line segment so that every innerfae boundary is a retangle. A retangular drawing is an inner retangulardrawing in whih the outer fae is a retangle too. See Fig. 1(b) and 5 forexamples. Note that any (inner) retangular dual drawing of a graph G is an(inner) retangular drawing of a graph that is the dual graph of G exept forsome hanges near the outer-fae.An inner retangular drawing of a graph G indues a labeling of the (graph-theoreti) angles that we all an RD-labeling : If the angle is drawn with (geo-metri) angle i�=2, then assign it label i 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g. Suh a labeling an beused to haraterize graphs that have a retangular drawing:Lemma 2. [8℄ A plane graph has an inner retangular drawing if and only if ithas an RD-labeling with labels in f1; 2; 3; 4g that satis�es(a) Eah inner angle is labeled 1 or 2.(b) Eah inner fae has exatly 4 angles of label 1,() For eah vertex, the labels of inident angles sum to 4,(d) The sum of the labels on the outer-fae is 2k + 4, where k is the number ofangles on the outer-fae.3 ResultsLet G be an inner triangulated graph. Let F be the frame graph of G. In thissetion we give a onstrutive algorithm to deide whether G admits an open RIdrawing suh that F is non-aligned.Overview: Like the result by Miura et al. [9℄, our algorithm is based on testingwhether the frame-graph F of G has an RI-labeling that satis�es ertain restri-tions, and if so, ompute an RI-drawing from it. We hene review their approah�rst and explain the hanges with our algorithm.Miura et al. �rst test for every �lled triangle T whether the graph inside Thas an RI-drawing. If this fails for any T then learly G has no RI-drawing either.So in the following we always assume that all interiors of all �lled triangles of Thave an RI-drawing, at least under some restritions on the drawing of T . Next,Miura et al. ompute the restritions made by a �lled triangle T .Lemma 3. [9℄ If T = fa; b; g is a triangle of the frame graph that is a �lledtriangle in G, and if a is not adjaent to all verties inside T , then in any openRI-drawing of G with oblique frame, the indued oblique RI-drawing of the framehas RI-label 1 at a.



Planar Open RI-Drawings with Non-Aligned Frames 5So there is a set A of inner angles of the frame graph F that must be labeled1 in any non-aligned (hene oblique) RI-drawing of F indued by an RI-drawingof G. Moreover, if we an �nd a non-aligned RI-drawing of F that has theseRI-labels, then it an be expanded into an open RI-drawing of graph G.1 1111 11Fig. 2. Graph G (left) and its frame graph F with fored RI-labels (right).De�nition 1. (based on [9℄) A labeling of the angles of the frame graph F withf0; 1; 2; 3;4g is a deent RI-labeling if (a) the labels at every vertex sum to 4,and (b) every inner triangle has labels f0; 1; 1g, and every angle in A is labeled1, where A is the set of restrition implied from the �lled triangles. It is alledgood if () the outer angles have labels f2; 3; 4g.Miura et al. showed that if G has an open RI-drawing with oblique frame,then F has a deent RI-labeling. However, they also showed a graph where thisis not suÆient. Hene they added ondition () whih fores the outer-faeto onsist of four hains that are monotone in x and y. This ondition is notneessary, but they show that adding it gives suÆient onditions: any graphthat has a good RI-labeling has an oblique RI-drawing.We show here that using a di�erent restrition (') gives onditions that areboth neessary and suÆient, at least for the losely related onept of drawingswith non-aligned frame.Theorem 1. An inner triangulated graph G has a planar weak open RI-drawingwith non-aligned frame if and only the frame graph F has a deent RI-labellingsuh that (') the sequene of labels on the outer angles does not ontain 01�0as a subsequene.The neessity of ondition (') is a fairly simple exerise; we give a formalproof in the appendix. We do not prove suÆieny diretly; instead we give analgorithm that tests whether an inner triangulated G has a planar weak openRI-drawing with non-aligned frame, and the steps of the algorithm will implysuÆieny of the onditions on the RI-labeling. We outline here our algorithm:(i) Compute the frame graph F (see Fig. 2).(ii) For every triangle T of F that was �lled in G, ompute whether the interiorof T is realizable in an open RI-drawing [9℄. If this fails for any triangle,then G has no open RI-drawing. Else, let A be the set of inner angles of Fthat must have RI-label 1 (Lemma 3.) See Fig. 2.(iii) Construt D (see Fig. 3), whih is roughly the dual graph of F after addingone vertex in the outer-fae.



6 S.Alamdari and T.Biedl(iv) Find an inner retangular drawing �D of D that respets A in some sense.See Fig. 5. If there is none, stop: F does not have a non-aligned RI-drawing.(v) Expand the inner retangular drawing �D into a retangular drawing �D0of a super-graph D0, by adding more retangular faes in the outside. �D0also respet A (see Fig. 5).(vi) Construt the dual graph of D0 and then remove the outer fae vertex. Theresulting graph F 0 is a super-graph of the frame-graph F (see Fig. 6).(vii) From the RD-labeling of D0, extrat an RI-labeling of F 0. This RI-labelingis deent, but in fat, it is good. See Fig. 6.(viii) Using this good RI-labeling, reate a non-aligned RI-drawing of F 0 usinga variant of the algorithm presented in [9℄. See Fig. 7.(ix) Then insert the �lled triangles (whih is possible by hoie of A) to obtainan open RI-drawing with non-aligned frame of a super-graph G0 of G.(x) Remove the verties of VG0nVG from the drawing (see Fig. 7).Steps (i), (ii), (ix) and (x) are either taken from [9℄ or are straightforward.We give de�nitions and details for the other steps below.De�nition of D: We �rst larify how graph D is de�ned. Let F be the frame-graph, i.e., F is an inner triangulated graph without any �lled triangle. Let F+be the graph obtained from F by adding one vertex vo in its outer-fae. Forevery outer angle � at a vertex v, we add three edges from v to vo in F+ at theplae (in the yli order around v) where � was. Thus, a vertex that appearson the outer-fae of F twie would have 6 edges to vo, though not all of themwould be onseutive. Now let D be the dual graph of F+. See Fig. 3.
vo�i���4i �3i �1i�2iFig. 3. The graph F from Fig. 2 (dotted), the added vertex vo (dashed) and the graphD (solid).Reall that there is a 1-1-orrespondene between angles in a planar graphand its dual. So for every inner angle � of F there is a orresponding inner angle� of D. For every outer angle �i of F , there are four orresponding inner angles�1i ; �2i ; �3i ; �4i of D at the duals of the three edges from the vertex at �i to theadded vertex vo in F+. See Fig. 3.



Planar Open RI-Drawings with Non-Aligned Frames 7Non-aligned RI-drawings and retangular drawings: Reall that we as-sume the existene of a set A of inner labels of F that must be labeled 1 in anydeent RI-labeling. We use the same set A to restrit retangular drawings ofD. More preisely, we say that a retangular drawing �RD of D respets A if forevery angle � 2 A (whih is an inner angle of F ), the orresponding angle in�RD has RD-label 1.In this part, we aim to show that step (iii) is orret: If D does not have aretangular drawing that respets A, then F does not have a non-aligned openRI-drawing. We prove this by showing that any non-aligned open RI-drawing ofF an be onverted to a retangular drawing of D with orresponding angles.De�nition 2. We say that a non-aligned RI-drawing �RI of F and a retangulardrawing �RD of D have the same inner struture if for any two orrespondinginner angles � and � of F and D, angle � has RI-label 1 if and only angle �has RD-label 1.Theorem 2. For any non-aligned RI-drawing of F , there exists an inner ret-angular drawing of D that has the same inner struture.Proof. Assume we have a non-aligned RI-drawing of F , and let `RI(:) be theorresponding RI-labeling of angles of F . We show how to onvert `RI(:) into anRD-labeling `RD(:) of the angles of D suh that the onditions of Lemma 2 aresatis�ed. We de�ne `RD(:) as follows:If � is an inner angle of F with orresponding inner angle � of D, then set`RD(�) = 2� `RI(�). Sine � has label 0 or 1, hene � has label 1 or 2, and ithas label 1 if and only if � has label 1, so the two sets of labels have the sameinner struture.If � is an outer angle of F , then assigning labels to its orresponding 4 anglesof D is more ompliated (and in partiular, not always a loal operation.) Let�0; : : : ; �k�1 be the outer angles of F in lokwise order; addition in the followingis modulo k. For eah �i, let �1i ; : : : ; �4i be the four orresponding inner anglesof D, in lokwise order around the fae. Now for eah i (see also Fig. 4):{ If `RI(�i) = 0, then assign labels 2; 2; 2; 2 to �1i ; �2i ; �3i ; �4i .{ If `RI(�i) = 2, then assign labels 1; 2; 2; 1 to �1i ; �2i ; �3i ; �4i .{ If `RI(�i) = 3, then assign labels 1; 1; 2; 1 to �1i ; �2i ; �3i ; �4i .{ If `RI(�i) = 4, then assign labels 1; 1; 1; 1 to �1i ; �2i ; �3i ; �4i .{ The most ompliated ase is `RI (�i) = 1. We assign either labels 1; 2; 2; 2or labels 2; 2; 2; 1 to �1i ; �2i ; �3i ; �4i , but the hoie between these depends onthe neighborhood.Explore from angle �i both lokwise and ounter-lokwise along the outer-fae until we obtain a maximal subsequene where all RI-labels are 1. Saythis sequene is �j; : : : ; �l. As we an show (see Lemma 10 in the appendix),the sequene �j�1; �j; : : : ; �l; �l+1 does not have the form 01+0, so one of�j�1 and �l+1 has label � 2. If `RI(�j�1) � 2, then assign labels 1; 2; 2; 2to �1i ; �2i ; �3i ; �4i (and also to all other orresponding angles in that subse-quene), else assign labels 2; 2; 2; 1 to �1i ; �2i ; �3i ; �4i .



8 S.Alamdari and T.BiedlFinally, for all outer angles of D, we set the RD-label suh that the sum oflabels around the vertex is 4. We verify the onditions of Lemma 2:420 1 1 12 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 21 11 1 1 1 1311112 2 2 2 2 212 22 32212Fig. 4. Conversion of RI-labels of F to RD-labels of D.{ Eah inner angle of D has RD-label 1 or 2 sine RI-label of inner angles ofF are 0 or 1.{ Every inner fae f of D has exatly 4 angles that have RD-label 1. For forresponds to some vertex vf of F , and the RI-labels at vf sum to 4. Byonstrution, an RI-label i at vertex vf gives rise to i angles with RD-label1 at f (this holds even if vf is an outer vertex of F .){ The RD-labels at every vertex v of D sum to 4. For if v is an inner vertex,then it orresponds to a triangle T of F whih had RI-labels f0; 1; 1g, whihorrespond to RD-labels f2; 1; 1g. If v is an outer vertex, then by onstrutionof the RD-labels at outer angles of D the total is 4.{ We laim that every outer angle � of D has RD-label f1; 2; 3g. Reall that`RD(�) is de�ned as 4 minus the sum of other labels at the vertex v thatsupports �. Sine there is at least one other label at v, and it is 1 or 2, hene`RD(�) � 3.It is harder to show that `RD(�) > 0. Assume to the ontrary that `RD(�) �0. Sine there are at most two inner angles at v, hene there must be ex-atly two (say �4i and �1i+1) and they must both have RD-label 2. From theonstrution, this an happen only if `RI(�i) = 0 = `RI (�i+1). We an show(see Lemma 9 in the appendix) that no two onseutive outer angles in anon-aligned RI-drawing have RI-label 0, so this annot happen.{ Finally we must show that the number of labels on the outer fae sum to2k + 4, where k is the number of angles on the outer-fae of D. This is asimple (but lengthy) ounting-argument, whih we omit for brevity's sake.Hene the RD-labeling satis�es all onditions of Lemma 2 and an inner retan-gular drawing with these angles an be reated. utWe note here that the proof did not use anything about the RI-drawingexept that it indues a deent RI-labelling for whih the sequene of labels atouter angles does not ontain 01�0. This will be ruial for the suÆieny inTheorem 1 later.



Planar Open RI-Drawings with Non-Aligned Frames 9The ontrapositive of Theorem 2 proves orretness of step (iii). IfD does nothave a retangular drawing that respets A, then F annot have a non-alignedRI-drawing with all angles in A having RI-label 1. Fig. 5 shows an RD-labelingthat respets the restritions of Fig. 3, and the orresponding inner retangulardrawing. 11 1 1 11 1 f0f5 f6 f8 f9f4f7f3 f1f2 f2f3 f4 f5f6 f8f9f1f7 f0Fig. 5. Graph D with the restritions on RD-labels (left), and an inner retangulardrawing expanded to a retangular drawing by adding shaded retangles (right).From inner retangular drawing to non-aligned RI-drawing:Lemma 4. Any inner retangular drawing �D of D that respets A an be ex-panded into a retangular drawing �D0 of a graph D0 of size O(jDj) suh thatinner angles of D are inner angles of D0, and �D0 respets A.Proof. As part of his orthogonal-shape approah to orthogonal graph drawing,Tamassia ([12℄, see also [1℄) provided an algorithm to add a linear number ofverties and edges to an orthogonal drawing to turn it into a retangular drawingwithout hanging diretions of edges. The algorithm does not reate any vertexof degree 4. Applying this algorithm to the inner retangular drawing �D givesa retangular drawing �D0 of a graph D0 and only adds verties and edges inthe outer-fae, sine all inner faes are retangles already. Hene all inner angles(and their RD-labels) are preserved. utLemma 5. If D0 has a retangular drawing �D0 that respets A, then there is asuper graph F 0 of F that has a good RI-labeling.Proof. We prove this by onverting the RD-labeling of �D0 into an RI-labelingof F 0, hene more or less the reverse of the proof of Theorem 2. Let F 0 be thedual of D0 minus the outer fae vertex. For every angle � of F 0, let i be thenumber of angles in D0 that orrespond to � and that have RD-label 1 (i.e.,their geometri angle is �=2.) Set `RI(�) = i. See Fig. 6.Sine every inner vertex ofD0 has RD-labels f1; 1; 2g at its angles, every innertriangle of F 0 reeives RI-labels f1; 1; 0g. Sine every fae of the RD-drawing isa retangle, the RI-labels at any vertex of F 0 sum to 4. Also, any angle in Aobtains RI-label 1 sine its orresponding label had RD-label 1, so the resultingRI-labeling is deent. But in fat it is good: in a retangular drawing (where theouter-fae is a retangle), any retangle adjaent to the outer-fae has at leasttwo angles of value �=2 on the outer-fae. ut



10 S.Alamdari and T.Biedl1 1 111 11 1 1111 1 11 1 122 2 2 21 113 3 330 0 0 0 000 00 00 0000011 11 11111 110 1 11Fig. 6. The drawing �D0 (dotted edges) and the graph F 0 (left) and the orrespondingdeent RI-labeling of F 0 (right).Lemma 6. If F 0 has a good RI-labeling, then F 0 has a non-aligned RI-drawingwith this RI-labeling.Proof. We an apply Miura et al.'s algorithm to onstrut an RI-drawing. How-ever, their algorithm only promises an oblique drawing; it need not be non-aligned. But we an modify their algorithm to make the drawing non-aligned.Briey, they an show that valid oordinates an be found by solving a systemof onstraints. All onstraints have the form of an ayli digraph where edge-weights express lower bounds on the di�erenes of x-oordinates. Sine there areno upper bounds on relative x-oordinates, we an �nd a solution to this sytemof onstraints where all x-oordinates are distint (e.g. by adding edges to turnthe digraph into a total order (a omplete ayli digraph) and enforing a min-imumweight of 1 on all edges. Similarly we an ompute distint y-oordinates.Hene we obtained a non-aligned RI-drawing with the same RI-labels. utPutting it all together: If a graph G has an open RI-drawing with non-aligned frame F , then D has a retangular drawing with the same inner struture(Theorem 2). Hene we an �nd an inner retangular drawing that respets A,expand it to a retangular drawing (Lemma 4), extrat a good RI-labeling fromit (Lemma 5), and reate a non-aligned RI-drawing from it (Lemma 6). See alsoFig. 7. Insert the �lled triangles and delete the added verties and edges thenresults in the desired open RI-drawing with non-aligned frame of G. This provesorretness of the algorithm.Our proof was onstrutive and gives rise to an algorithm to test whetherG has an open RI-drawing with non-aligned frame. It remains to analyze therun-time of this algorithm. Most steps are learly doable in linear time. Thebottlenek is the time to test whether D has an RD-labeling that respets A.We do this with a ow-approah inspired by Tamassia [12℄. We only skeththe details here. Tamassia reated a ow network of a plane graph that enodesthe shapes (i.e., abstrat desriptions via bends and angles) of all possible planeorthogonal drawings. It is easy to add upper and lower bounds that forbid bendson the edges, forbids reex angles at interior faes, and fores angles in A to have



Planar Open RI-Drawings with Non-Aligned Frames 113013 011111 000111 1 1 110 11 1 1 11 1 111 011 23210 1100 1 1 3100 2 22 01 0 1 0 00 1
Fig. 7. The RI-drawing of G obtained by the algorithm.geometri angle �=2. The feasible integral ows in this network then orrespondto the desired RD-labels. Tamassia's result required �nding a minimum-ostow, but sine we forbid bends on edges, we only need to �nd a feasible ow,whih an be done in O(n1:5 logn) time [4℄.Theorem 3. Let G be a plane inner triangulated graph. In O(n1:5 logn) time,we an test whether G has a planar weak open RI-drawing with non-alignedframe, and if so, onstrut it.We briey return to the suÆeny for Theorem 1. If F has a deent RI-labelingwith no subsequene 01�0 among the labels on the outer-fae, then as mentionedafter Theorem 2,D has a retangular drawing that respets A. Steps (iv-x) of thealgorithm then onstrut a planar weak open RI-drawing of G with non-alignedframe, proving Theorem 1.4 ConlusionWe have presented an algorithm to �nd an open RI drawing with non-alignedframe of a given inner triangulated graph G, if there exists suh a drawing.We also haraterized existene of suh drawings in terms of properties of RI-labelings.Our results also imply a orrespondene between non-aligned RI-drawingsand inner retangular drawings. Theorem 2 shows that any non-aligned RI-drawing an be onverted to an inner retangular drawing with the same in-ner struture. Steps (iv)-(x) of our algorithm show that any inner retangulardrawing an be onverted to a non-aligned RI-drawing, that preserves the innerstruture. So apart from modi�ations near the outer-fae (retangles an \slideoutward"), there is a 1-1-orrespondene between non-aligned RI-drawings andinner retangular drawings.The most pressing open problem is what happens when we want to drop \withnon-aligned frame". Can we eÆiently test whether a given inner triangulated
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Planar Open RI-Drawings with Non-Aligned Frames 13A Three models of RI-drawingsIn this paper, we studied three types of (planar, weak, open) RI-drawings: Thosewithout any restritions on oordinates, those where the frame is oblique andthose where the frame is non-aligned. Clearly every non-aligned RI-drawing isoblique, and any of them is an unrestrited RI-drawing. We now briey disussthat these models are truly di�erent in the sense that there are graphs that havea drawing in one model, but not the other.Lemma 7. There exists an inner triangulated graph that has a planar weak openRI drawing, but admits no planar weak open RI drawing with oblique frame.Proof. Fig. 8 shows an example of an open RI drawing of a graph that admitsno open RI drawing in whih the frame graph is oblique. For assume it did, andonsider the indued RI-labeling of the frame. Note that the label at angle �must be 1, for the inident vertex must have label-sum 4, and every inner anglehas RI-label 0 or 1. Similarly the angle � must have RI-label 1, foring RI-label0 onto . But the vertex at  is not adjaent to all verties inside the separatingtriangle and so must not have RI-label 0. Contradition. ut� �Fig. 8. An RI drawable graph admitting no RI drawing with oblique frame.Lemma 8. There exists an inner triangulated graph that has a planar weakopen RI drawing with oblique frame, but does not admit a planar weak open RIdrawing with non-aligned frame.Proof. Fig. 9 shows a graph (and its frame) that has a planar weak open RI-drawing with oblique frame. Assume we ould draw it with non-aligned frame.Observe that the struture of the separating triangles fores all the RI-labelsin the frame as indiated. Sine the RI-labels at a vertex sum to 4, therefore�0 and �2 have RI-label 0, while �1 has RI-label 1. Hene the outer-fae has asub-sequene 010 among its RI-labels, whih an be shown to be impossible ina non-aligned drawing (Lemma 10.) utHowever, as was shown impliitly in Lemma 6, if a graph has an oblique RI-drawing suh that all outer angles have RI-label 2,3, or 4, then the drawing an



14 S.Alamdari and T.Biedl �0 11111 1111111 1�1 �2Fig. 9. A graph that has an RI-drawing with an oblique frame (left), but the foredRI-labels in the frame (right) fore some verties to be aligned.be onverted to a non-aligned RI-drawing with the same RI-labels by extratingthe good RI-labeling. So the onepts of oblique and non-aligned oinide if theouter-fae is \nie" in the sense of onsisting of four hains that are x-monotoneand y-monotone.B Neessity of Theorem 1In this setion, we study properties of the sequene of RI-labels that we enounteras we walk around the outer-fae and hene prove neessaity for Theorem 1.Lemma 9. In a planar oblique RI drawing, the yli sequene of RI-labelsaround the outer-fae does not ontain 00.Proof. Assume two verties u and v are adjaent on the outer fae. Let u0 (resp.v0) be the other neighbor of u (resp. v) on the outer fae. u0 and v0 are outsidethe axis-aligned retangle indued by v and u. If both angles u0uv and uvv0 havelabel 0, then the segments uu0 and vv0 interset, ontraditing planarity (seeFig. 10). utu vv0 0 u00Fig. 10. Two adjaent outer angles having label 0 in an RI drawing.Lemma 10. In a planar non-aligned RI-drawing, the sequene of RI-labels aroundthe outer-fae does not ontain 01+0.Proof. Assume for ontradition that the outer-fae ontains a subsequene setof verties v0; v1; : : : ; vk; vk+1 suh that the RI-label at v1 is 0, the RI-label atv2; v3; : : : ; vk�1 is 1 and the RI-label at vk is 0.



Planar Open RI-Drawings with Non-Aligned Frames 15For any 1 < i < k, vertex vi has RI-label 1 at the outer angle, and hene hasexatly one free ray, whih is an axis-aligned ray that extends from vi into theouter-fae. We say that vi+1 is loser to vi than vi�1 if the order of oordinateswith respet to the free ray is vi; vi+1; vi�1. For example, if the free ray fromvi goes upward, then the y-oordinates must satisfy y(vi) < y(vi+1) < y(vi�1).Reall that none of these y-oordinates an oinide sine we have a non-alignedRI-drawing, so one of the neighbors of vi must always be loser to vi than theother. We need a helpful laim:Claim: Let vi have RI-label 1 (i.e., 1 < i < k). If vi�1 is loser to vi than vi+1,then vi�1 annot have RI-label 0. Likewise, if vi+1 is loser to vi than vi�1, thenvi+1 annot have RI-label 0.Proof of laim: We only prove the �rst laim, the other one is symmetri.After possible rotation, we may assume that the free ray at vi goes upward.Consider Fig. 11(a). If vi�1 had RI-label 0, then any plaement of vi�2 eitherleads to a rossing between (vi�1; vi�2) and (vi; vi+1), or vi�2 is in the retangleof edge (vi; vi+1), or in the retangle of edge (vi�1; vi), ontraditing the planarRI-drawing. (Note that vi�2 annot be on the edge of suh a retangle sine thedrawing is non-aligned.) utSine v1 has RI-label 0, therefore v3 is loser to v2 than v1. Now let 1 < i < kbe maximal suh that vi has RI-label 1 and vi+1 is loser to vi than vi�1. ConsiderFig. 11(b); after possible rotation we may assume that the free ray at vi goesupward. By the laim, vi+1 annot have RI-label 0, so i + 1 < k and vi+1 hasRI-label 1. By hoie of i, vi+2 is farther from vi+1 than vi, so it is left (withrespet to x-oordinates) of vi. We an see that vi+2 annot have RI-label 0,for it did, then by planarity vi+3 would be in one of the retangles of (vi�1; vi),(vi; vi+1) or (vi+1; vi+2). So vi+2 has RI-label 1, and by hoie of i, vi+1 is loserto vi+2 than vi+3. So vertex vi+3 is below (with respet to y-oordinates) vertexvi+1, and therefore also below vertex vi�1. But now regardless of the plaementof vi+3, either edge (vi+2; vi+3) intersets (vi�1; vi), or vi+3 is in in the retanglede�ned by (vi�1; vi), or vi�1 is in the retangle de�ned by (vi+2; vi+3). Eitherway, we do not have a planar non-aligned RI-drawing, a ontradition. utvivi�1 vi+1 vivi�1 vi+1vi+20(a) (b) 1Fig. 11. For the proof of Lemma 10.


